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For people who travel light

In your daily business, you are likely to be under enough pressure already without a clunky notebook weighing you down. So the next time you are looking for a new notebook that offers the best of all worlds – light weight and fantastic power, vault-like security and tough enough to travel anywhere – look for the new Fujitsu Notebook LIFEBOOK U939. Weighing in at a featherweight-class 920g with all-day battery runtime, this is an ultra-mobile notebook for business professionals who are always on the move.

With a solid magnesium housing for durability, an integrated palm vein sensor to keep business data safe, optional embedded 4G/LTE and a 13.3-inch anti-glare FHD display for excellent viewing anywhere, the LIFEBOOK U939 will keep you flying high.

- **Ultra-slim and lightweight design**: for business professionals who are always on the move
- **Maximum Security**: Embedded PalmSecure® or fingerprint sensor, SmartCard reader, TPM 2.0; Full HD Infrared camera allows face recognition with Windows Hello
- **Excellent Connectivity**: Intel® Thunderbolt™ 3 USB Type-C connector, full-sized HDMI and LAN connector, embedded WLAN, Bluetooth, optional 4G/LTE
- **Convenient mobility on the go**: All-day battery runtime and anytime USB charging

More info: www.fujitsu.com/LIFEBOOK
LIFEBOOK U939
Your Light and Elegant Travel Companion
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8th Gen Intel® Core™ processors:
Designed for what’s coming next

Powerful performance
Based on the latest 8th generation Intel® Core™ processor, PCIe interface

Display choice
Anti-Glare Touch/Non-Touch

Excellent connectivity
Intel® Thunderbolt™ 3 USB Type-C interface, LAN connector, embedded 4G/LTE, WLAN and Bluetooth

Touchpad buttons
Multi gesture touchpad with integrated mouse button functionality, backlit keyboard

Embedded PalmSecure® technology
Super secure, contactless biometric authentication

Durable material
Solid magnesium housing to ensure durability within your hectic business life

USB Type-C port replicator
Facilitates workplace sharing

Interfaces, weight and runtime
No adapters needed, all interfaces full-sized Easy to carry – starting from 920 g – 15.5 mm thin, full day battery runtime

No DIMM-Socket
LPDDR3 soldered onboard Memory options: 8 GB or 16 GB

More info: www.fujitsu.com/LIFEBOOK
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Interfaces

Integrated pen garage (U939X only)  SIM Card  SD Card

DC-in  USB Type-A  SmartCard reader

2x USB Type-C  HDMI  Audio Combo

USB Type-A  Pull-out LAN  Kensington lock

More info: www.fujitsu.com/LIFEBOOK
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Technology Insight - PalmSecure

- Simple and reliable personal identification through unique palm vein pattern
- Infrared waveband identifies vein pattern
- Contactless scanner enhances hygenics
- Safer than any other biometric authentication

Most secure, most accurate and most practical!

More info: www.fujitsu.com/LIFEBOOK
Accessories

Sneaker Sleeve 12.5

The Sneaker Sleeve 12.5 protects notebooks or tablets with up to 12.5-inch screens. The front half of the bag has dedicated compartments for the notebook, power cord, office supplies and personal items. The back half of the bag has an expanding, divided compartment for files. It is designed to combine fashion and functionality.

UC&C USB Headset Stereo H650e

The UC&C USB Headset Stereo H650e is the ultimate in style and functionality. Long, uncomfortable work calls are a thing of the past thanks to the cushioned ear pads and crystal clear sound. Adjustable headband and microphone provides the perfect fit for everyone. Optimized for Microsoft® Lync™ the headset displays a red ‘in-call’ LED to indicate availability, thus helping to boost office productivity.

Wireless Keyboard Set LX901

The Wireless Keyboard LX901 is a top of the line desktop solution for lifestyle orientated customers who want only the best for their desk. This superb keyboard set offers ambitious users more functions, security and better features than a conventional interface device. It even includes 2.4 GHz technology and 128 AES encryption.

Bluetooth Mouse BT3

Enjoy freedom of movement with the highly portable Bluetooth® Mouse BT3. The ergonomically designed device includes a highly sensitive IR sensor with a resolution of 1,000 dpi for comfortable and more precise cursor control on nearly any surface. Scroll horizontally or vertically with the 4-way tilt scroll wheel and take it wherever you go.
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Why the LIFEBOOK U939 is the best companion for business professionals on the move:

Be ultra-mobile
The LIFEBOOK U939 is light enough to carry anywhere – and keeps working all day!
- Lightest notebook in FUJITSU range: starting at 920g and being only 15.5 mm thin
- The best viewing experience is guaranteed by an anti-glare 13.3-inch FHD display, with optional touch or non-touch screen
- Tough as nails: robust magnesium housing
- Works ALL DAY without power socket: full-day battery runtime

Perform to the max
With performance at this level, there’s no need for a separate desktop PC.
- Blazing performance despite slimline design
- Latest 8th generation Intel® Core™ processor
- Excellent Connectivity with Intel® Thunderbolt™ 3 USB Type-C connector, full-sized HDMI and LAN connector, embedded WLAN, Bluetooth, optional 4G/LTE

Stay secure
The LIFEBOOK U939 keeps company data secure – wherever the user is.
- Embedded PalmSecure® or fingerprint sensor, SmartCard reader, TPM 2.0
- Full HD Infrared camera allows face recognition with Windows Hello
- Kensington Lock support

Stand out from the rest
With the LIFEBOOK U939 in dazzling red, you’re guaranteed to stand out in style.
- Eye-catching design to fit blazing-hot performance
- Choice of red or traditional black

More info: www.fujitsu.com/LIFEBOOK
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LIFEBOOK U939 Configurations

The Fujitsu Notebook LIFEBOOK U939 is available in two superior configurations, both engineered to deliver ultimate computing for individual needs.

More info: www.fujitsu.com/LIFEBOOK
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